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WOKINGHAM BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

MINUTES OF REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE MEETING HELD ON 
 

TUESDAY 19TH APRIL 2016 
 

Present: Nicky Harmsworth (Vice Chairperson) NH 
 Calvin Seymour CS 
 Sandra Kelly SK 
 Lyn Williams LW 
 Gerry Williams GW 
 Chris Wallace CW 
 Martin Forster MF 
 Hannah Linder (Minutes) HL 

 
 

   ACTION 
   

1. APOLOGIES AND DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 Apologies were received from Brian Lee, Tony Sleet, Betty Sleet and Jinder 

Reyatt. There were no declarations of interest from the group.   
   

2. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING AND MATTERS ARISING  
 The minutes were agreed to be an accurate account of the meeting and were 

duly signed.   
 There were the following matters arising from the minutes of March 2016:  
 Forest Care  
 MF said that he has received a copy of the signed contract but the document 

contains no performance indicators.   
 MF was due to meet with Forest Care but unfortunately this has been 

postponed due to the Chief Executive wishing to meet them following the 
system issues which happened over the Easter break.  

 MF said that there is key performance information that Forest Care do not 
hold which is how long it takes for a call to be answered and how long it takes 
for work to be passed on to the relevant contractor.   

 Forest Care has raised concerns about the number of non-emergency calls 
which are being received. These are all noted and sent back to the service to 
be actioned.   

 MF to check how long the contract has left to run.   MF 
 Rachel Spicer has checked that the BSW number goes to Forest Care after 

5pm.   
 Sheltered Housing Wet Rooms   
 MF will be speaking to Ann Molloy and the occupational therapists about the 

sheltered housing wet rooms.  MF 
 Staffing  
 MF said that he has experienced difficulty in recruiting to the vacant surveyor 

roles. MF will be looking at the feasibility of having a trainee surveyor role 
instead, which may encourage more interest.   

 Light fittings  
 Following a request at the last TLIP meeting, NH asked whether it was 

possible to change the type of bulb used in bathrooms and kitchens so that 
they are readily available for tenants to buy and fit themselves. TLIP felt that 
this would cut the cost for contractors coming out to change a bulb, where in 
some circumstances this could be done by the tenant.   
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   ACTION 
 SH said that the bathroom lights need to be a sealed unit and therefore could 

not be changed.   
 Kitchens use fluorescent tubes, so there could be some variation with this.   
 Kitchen Hinges  
 SH said that there were only four faulty kitchen hinges identified and these 

have been replaced.   
 The batch was from a year ago and there have not been any further reports 

since.   
 Gas meters  
 MF reported that it is roughly £1000 to re-locate the meters and unfortunately 

it is not financially feasible to re-locate them.   
 SH added that the utility company have strict policies about the moving of 

meters. It is sometimes possible to slightly reposition but this is dependent on 
the length of the tubing attached to the meter.   

 Reading Borough Council Contractor Meetings  
 MF said that CS has been added to the regular invite list and also asked if 

anybody else is interested in attending from the group.   
 NH said that she would be interested in attending but it would depend on the 

frequency. MF to ask Sukh Singh to inform NH about the meetings.  MF 
 NH asked if the structure e.g. minutes, agenda has been discussed. MF said 

that the meetings had become more informal but having spoken with Sukh 
Singh he is happy to reinstate these.   

Sukh 
Singh 

   
 KEY ISSUES  

3. PERFORMANCE FRAMEWORK 2016-17  
 MF went through the proposed new framework for 2016-17. It was explained 

that there have been no changes to the indicators but the group was asked 
whether they would like to make any changes e.g. removal of indicators or 
adding in new indicators.  

 

 GW asked whether it was relevant to have the gas servicing figure. RMG felt 
that it was important and it should remain in the indicators.   

 

 CW asked whether there needs to be anything regarding electrical testing. 
RMG agreed that this should be included.  

 

 MF to have a discussion with the team and Jinder Reyatt to understand 
where this can fit in the framework.  

 

 RMG asked if the kitchen and bathroom indicators are removed until the 
programme starts back up again.  

Jinder 
Reyatt  

 RMG welcomed the new ‘call to action’ section.   
 A discussion was had about when satisfaction surveys are distributed by the 

contractor. MF to speak to RBC about the satisfaction surveys they produce 
and when they are distributed.  

MF 

   
4. TENANT SERVICES REPORT  

 Responsive Repairs  
 The performance figures for February indicate compliant performance for 

emergency repairs (100% against a target of 95%); for urgent repairs (100% 
against a target of 95%) and above target performance for routine repairs 
(99% against a target of 92%). 

 

 Tenant satisfaction remains high with a performance of 93%, which is the 
same as last month and against a target of 85%. 

 

 The first time fix performance figure is 99% which is higher than last month’s 
95%. 
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 The level of responsive repair works decreased as expected last month to 

538 jobs (from 633 jobs the previous month). This brings the yearly total to 
7135 jobs with Reading Borough Council.  

 

   
 Foxwood Temporary Accommodation  
 Delays have been experienced in receiving the fire risk strategy, but planning 

has now been submitted (19/04/16).  
 

 Subject to planning and building control it would be envisaged that the 
properties would be ready to occupy in September 2016. 

 

 Mf stressed that the delay has not had any impact on the September 
occupation date.  

 

   
 Queen Victoria House (QVH) Asbestos Removal Works  
 A new asbestos removal contractor has been appointed, which will enable the 

team to progress with the removal of all notifiable insulation panels at QVH. 
 

 Properties affected by the project will be notified in April.  
 A temporary decant flat has been prepared for use as the works will require 

the flat to be unoccupied for approximately 3-5 hours per flat while the 
removal takes place.  

 

   
 Garages  
 The surveys on the garages continue to take place but it is unlikely that work 

will progress before June.  
 

   
 Voids  
 The overall void turnaround time for March was an average of 24 days a 

massive improvement from last month and within the target of 26 days.  
 

 The average work turnaround time was 19.36 days for March.  
 10 properties became void in March.  
 CW asked what the contractor did in the void properties and whether Housing 

is required to pay for every visit they do. MF informed the group that payment 
is based on a schedule of rates, so WBC is not charged for each 
appointment.  

 

 It is compulsory that locks are changed front and back before the new tenant 
comes in.  

 

 SK queried that voids could be completed quicker if there weren’t multiple 
visits.  

 

 CS said that for the last few months the contractor has been pulled over to do 
jobs on temporary accommodation, so multiple visits have been more 
frequent. This may have been the case with the example given.  

 

   
 Gas safety/servicing  
 At the end of March, gas safety compliance was at 99.3% which represents 

17 houses that are outstanding.  
 

 As of 19/04/16 it is 20 properties which are outstanding and there are a 
number of initiatives that WBC is doing to rectify this.  

 

 BSW has been asked to employ an extra engineer, which they have now 
done. 

 

 BSW have been also asked to move gas servicing to month 9 rather than 
month 10, which they are now doing.  

 

 It has been agreed that there will be a dedicated person (Lisa Bellers) 
working at the BSW office who will work solely for the next three months on 
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this.  

 NH asked if it was being looked into why tenants are missing appointments.  
MF said that there could be a number of reasons why this could be i.e. 
forgetting appointments, working people. 

 

 The group raised concerns that tenants may not be answering calls from as 
they sometimes show as ‘unknown number’ on mobile phones. MF to ask 
BSW what comes up on mobile phones when they contact tenants.  

MF 

 Evenings and weekend appointments are also being offered in an attempt to 
gain as access.   

 

   
 Kitchen and bathroom refurbishments programme  
 WBC is currently procuring a new kitchen and bathroom contract.   
 The tender will be going out in May/June 2016.   
 It is anticipated that this contract will be on site by September 2016.  
 There is approximately a £900k budget for the programme.   
 RMG said that there needs to be communication to tenants who will not have 

their works done to their property.  
 

 SH said that a draft letter has been passed to Simon Price for his approval 
and it will then go through the Communications Group for approval.  

Simon 
Price / SH 

 MF confirmed that the budgets for 2016-17 have been confirmed.   
 CW raised a point regarding the Gorse Ride project and how it had been 

publicised locally that it would be a partial programme. MF said that there has 
been no decision on the Gorse Ride project.  

 

   
 Windows and Doors replacement programme   
 Sovereign have completed 3 pilot properties and the remaining 15 pilots will 

be starting week commencing 18/04/16.  
 

 SH invited RMG to visit the pilot schemes, once they are completed. RMG to 
confirm if they would like to attend and HL and SH to co-ordinate.  

RMG/HL/ 
SH 

 Once these pilots have been completed and approved, Sovereign will prepare 
a full programme for the remaining properties that can be completed within 
the available budget.  

 

 SH said the budgets are a stretch at the moment and suggested that RMG 
may need to prioritise where the money goes i.e. windows or doors.  

 

 GW asked whether RMG felt that they should consider from a financial point 
of view that doors will don and that only blown windows would be considered.  

 

 Following a discussion on this, it was agreed to continue as is with the current 
programme. SH will bring along some further data and information over the 
coming months to help analyse the programme and whether a re-prioritisation 
is need.  

SH 

 MF said that he would speak to Ed King at RBC regarding the window 
servicing programme that they run.  

MF 

   
 External Decorations contract  
 SH said that the programme at Meachen Court, Palmer Court and 

Polehampton Court has gone very well.  
 

 There has been very positive feedback from the tenants and Scheme 
Managers.  

 

 SH said that it is scheduled to come in on budget.   
 GW raised some health and safety issues which SH will be speaking to the 

contractors about. SH asked if anybody sees anything then for it to be 
reported straight to SH.  

SH/RMG 
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 SH distributed for the group’s information the capital budget spend profile for 

2016-17 for planned maintenance.  
 

 HL mentioned about the estate improvements process and that she would 
like to meet with MF so that everyone can understand the process. RMG will 
look at the bids going forward.  

HL/MF 

   
 Planned Maintenance  
 The programme of works for planned maintenance is continuing for the 

contracts already in place. 
 

 NH asked whether it would be possible to use drones when surveying 
properties. MF said that RBC has just undergone some training on this so 
would be interesting to see what comes of this.  

 

   
 Decent Homes  
 MF went through the decent homes figures which were in his report.   
 The team is currently going through the data to check against officer 

intelligence as to whether the data is accurate.  
 

 Six households have refused to have a replacement bathroom/kitchen.   
 Works can be done if it is a health and safety matter regardless of whether a 

tenant has refused. In most cases access will be required by a notice sought 
through the courts.  

 

   
 Budgets  
 Capital budget for the year is £5.05m which is a reduction of approximately 

£1.8m from last year. 
 

   
 Staffing  
 Vacancies exist for a Clerk of Works, a Reactive Maintenance Surveyor and a 

Project Surveyor.  
MF 

 Unfortunately, the offer made to an agency surveyor did not materialise.   
 MF said that there will be two maternity placements to be filled over the 

coming months. Plans are in place to cover the Senior Repairs Co-Ordinator 
and an advert has gone out for the Repairs Co-Ordinator role.  

 

 MF to advise HL of the interview dates so that the RMG can be involved in 
the interviews.  

MF 

   
 Procurement  
 SEA (Secure Electronic Applications) Ltd is the new contractor for the warden 

call and fire alarm systems.  
 

 New asbestos management and abatement works contract has been agreed 
and entered into. This company is called Shield Environmental Services.  

 

 The Void Repairs procurement was advertised in March and the PQQ 
submissions deadline expired on 04/04/16. These have been evaluated and 
within the next couple of weeks hope to have a short list of contractors who 
will be invited to tender.  

 

 SH said that WBC may use Construction Line to procure the kitchen and 
bathroom contract. This is where you can pick the contractors from a pre-
qualified list of companies. This procurement method is quicker.  

 

   
 SAP  
 This upgrade will be delayed until the general review of the WBC 

infrastructure has been completed.  
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5. CAPITAL BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS  
 MF said that there is a big adjustment with the capital budget and a lot of 

aspirations will have to be reviewed in partnership with the RMG.  
 

   
6. CONTRACTOR MEETING FEEDBACK  

 There was no further update from the RMG.   
   

7. PERFORMANCE INFORMATION – MARCH 2016  
 Performance matters were identified under the Tenant Services Report 

agenda item.  
   

8. MYSTERY SHOPPING  
 MF said that this came out from a meeting with BSW. They are happy for 

their company to be mystery shopped.    
 HL explained that mystery shopping is on the Tenant and Leaseholder 

Involvement Strategy Action Plan but it is unlikely to start until the autumn.   
   

9. FEEDBACK FROM TLIP  
 NH provided the group with the report from the previous TLIP meeting.  
   

10. AOB  
 LW asked if the EU referendum will have an impact on local authority budgets 

or procurement rules.   
 MF said it is unlikely to be any changes to budgets or procurement laws.   
 EU procurement regulations are outlined in UK procurement law, so there 

should be no changes.   
   

  
THE DATE OF THE NEXT MEETING WILL BE: 

TUESDAY 17TH MAY 2016 AT TARGETT COURT  
 
 
Signed………………………………………. Date……………………………………... 
 
Signed………………………………………. Date……………………………………... 
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